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Abstract
Shellable , she $\mathrm{g}$ facet .
, shelUng .. , h-
a\ell rignment , $\epsilon \mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{U}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{g}$ $S$ antimatroid $\{C_{-}\}$
. Shellng $h$-assignment ap\mu pn.ate $h-u\epsilon \mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ .
Appropriate h-aesirment , sheUabUlty
.
1Introduction
SheHabih.ty 1 . , Bpr
and M [2] ,
. , shellability $[3][9][10],$ sheIing
$S$ .
, $h- ass\dot{.g}nment$ , $S$ u inatroid
sheUing . , $S$
$\sim$ T :sheuin$\mathrm{g}a$ $h$-assignment shelh.ng $b$
$h$-assigmnent , $a$ $b$ $a\sim b$ . $\sim$
$S$ $\{C_{1}.\}$ amtimatroid M- , $\{C_{1}.\}$ eheHing
M- basic words .
Shelling $h$-assignment $app\tau opr|.ateh$-aaeigment . appropriate
$h$-assigment : cet ridge
cet-ridge $G(C)$ $h$-assignment $A$ , $G(C)$
, acyclic , $A$ appropriate . Appropriate
$h$-assigmnent , shelhbih.ty
[7].
2Deflnitions and Basic Properties
$\sigma\in C$ $\tau\subset\sigma;X$ $\tau\in C$ $V=\{1, \ldots,n\}$ $C$
. $C$ fate . , face
facet . $\{\sigma_{1}, \ldots\sigma_{n}\}=$ { $\tau|\tau$ is aface of $\sigma_{1}$. ffir some :}, $\{\sigma_{1}, \ldots\sigma_{n}\}$ $\sigma_{1},$ $\ldots,\sigma_{n}$
$\mathrm{s}$ . Face $\sigma$ din $\sigma$ $|\sigma|-1$ . $C$




, $\dim$C-l ce $r\dot{\tau}dge$ . , 1 facet
ridge boundary $dge$ , boundary ridge $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{a}\epsilon \mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}$ boundary
facet . $d$ .
$C\text{ }$ i-bce (1) $f_{1}.(C)$ , $C$ $f$-vector $f(C)=(f_{-1}(C), f\mathrm{o}(C),$ $fi(C),$ $\ldots,$ $f_{d}(C))$
. $C$ $h$-vector $h(C)=(h_{0}(C), h_{1}(C),$ $h_{2}(C),$ $\ldots,$ $h_{d+1}(C))$ $h_{k}:= \sum_{|=1}^{k}.(-1)^{k-:}(_{d+1}^{d+1}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{k}^{\dot{l}})f_{1-1}$.
$(0\leq k\leq d+1)$ .
$C$ $shell_{\dot{l}}ng$ , facet : $\overline{F_{i}}\cap(\cup \mathrm{j}_{=1j}^{-1}\overline{F})$ $(d-1)-$
$(2\leq i\leq t)$ . $C$ sheUing , $C$ shellable .
sheUable , $Cohen- Ma\mathrm{c}aula\mu ess$ [5].
SheUable $C$ , $C$ h-vctor shelh.ng T
. Sheling $F_{1},F_{2},$ $\cdots,F_{t}$ , $u\mathrm{e}F_{j}$ oest t $n$ ${\rm Res}(Fj)$
, $Fj-\{v\}$ facet 1 $\prime \mathrm{D}\Delta$ $v\in V$ :
${\rm Res}(F_{j}):=$ {$v\in F_{j}$ : $F_{j}-\{v\}\subset F_{\dot{l}}$ for some $1<i<j$}. shelling $C$ g-
, ffl $j$ 7 $[]^{}$. face $\overline{\mathrm{A}\mathrm{B}}$ $\{G|{\rm Res}(Fj)\subseteq G\subseteq F_{j}\}=[{\rm Res}(Fj),F_{j}]$
. $C$ padit n . , $|\{j:|{\rm Res}(F_{j})|=i\}|=\iota_{4}.(C)$
.
\S heuabih.ty [10] .
3An Appropriate $h$-assignment and Its Properties
3.1 ANew Concept: An&assignment
Shelhble $h$-vectors , $h$-assigmnent ,
$h$-assignment shelhbih.ty :
Definition 1 $h$-usignment , : faoet $k$. $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{a}$ $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{a}$
, $0\leq:<d+1$ . $A(F)$ , $h$ -assignmeM $A$ facet $F$
.
Deflnition 2 shelhng res $ct:on$ $C$ facet
, h\prec ks nment shelling . Shellable $h- as\dot{\Re}g\iota mmt$ , $C$
shelhng $h- as\dot{n}g_{l}m\mathit{6}t$ .
$t$ $\mathrm{t}$ $C$ $h$-assignment ,
$C$ sheUable $h$-assignment , $C$ shem le .
$C$ shellable , $A$ sheUable $h$-assigmnent , she
: facet $k$ , $\mathrm{t}$ $d+1-k$
boundary ridge . , proposition .
Proposition 3 $t$ facet $d$- $C$ , $C$ h-a\epsilon rignment $A$ .
2 facet $G$ :(1) $A(G)=k,$ (2) $G$ $d+1-k$ $bounda\eta$ ridges
. $G$ faeet $C’$ . $C^{l}$ $A$
$h$ -Us nment $A’$ . , $A’$ $C’$ shellable $h- a\epsilon\dot{\Re}gnme\mathfrak{n}t$ , $A$ \leq C
shellable h-asrinment . prapsition $G$ r
removabilty condition , $C$ $G$ removing step .
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proposition , $C$ $h$-assigment $A$ shellable , $C$ faoet
removing step . ,
$h$-assignment sheUable $O(t)$ . removing
step cet $G$ , sheuing
cet . $t$ facet removing step
, sheuing, reverse shelhng .
3.2 An Appropriate $h$-assignment and Its Characterization
Deflnition 4Facet $\{F_{i}\}$ idge $\{Rj\}$ $C$ . $C$ facet-ridge
, faeet F- [ $v_{p_{-}}$ ridege $Rj$ [ $v_{R_{\mathrm{j}}}$ , $F_{1}.\supset R_{j}$
$v_{p_{-}}v_{R_{j}}$
.
Deflnition$\cdot$ 5 h-a\epsilon rinmmt $A$ , $G(C)$
, $h_{- atheta\dot{l}}gnment$ appropriate :
$\bullet$ degi (v,: ) $=A(F_{1}.),$ $\deg_{o\mathrm{u}t}(v_{p_{-}})=d+1-A(F_{1}.)$ ,
$\bullet$ $\deg_{1\mathfrak{n}}.(v_{n_{i}})=1,$
$\mathrm{d}$ ’(vRJ) $=\#\{F_{1}.|F_{1}$. $\supset Rj\}\backslash -1$ ,
acyclic .
Shelhble $h$-aesignment , $C$ appropriate
$h$-ass ment $C$ shellabilty .
$\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\infty \mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}tt$ facd $C$ $\llcorner$ , $C$ $h$ -assignment $A$ . h-
$a\epsilon s\dot{\Psi}\iota mentA$ shellable , $A$ appmpriate .
$i\mathrm{h}\infty \mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}$ , appropriate $h$-assignment $A$ $G(C)$
. , removability condition $\mathrm{t}$ ,
$\mathrm{t}$ boun $\mathrm{y}$ ridge $A$ $G(C)$
. , $A$ .
4The Antimatroid Structure in ASet of All Shellings
4.1 Decomposition of Aii Shellings by&assigmnents
, Language antinatroid . $E$ , $\pi$
$E$ word ffee monoid $E^{*}$ . $E$’ word $\alpha,\beta,\gamma,$ $\cdots$
, $E$ $x,y,$ $z\cdots$ . $\alpha$ $\beta$ $\alpha\beta$ . word
$\alpha\in E^{r}$ , $|\alpha|$ $\alpha$ . $\alpha$ supporb $\tilde{\alpha}$ $\alpha$ .
word 1 , $|\alpha|=|\tilde{\alpha}|$ , word imple
. $E$ language $\mathcal{L}$ , $E$ word $\mathcal{L}\subseteq E^{*}$ , $\mathcal{L}$ word
simple $L$ imple .
$\mathcal{F}$ 3 , $\mathcal{F}$. $E$ antimahvid :(1)
$\mathcal{F}$ word (normal), (2)(i $\in F,$ $(\ddot{\mathrm{u}})\alpha\beta\in \mathcal{F}$ $\alpha\in \mathcal{F}$
(hereditary), (3) $\tilde{\alpha}\not\in\overline{\beta}$ $\alpha,\beta\in \mathcal{F}$ , $\beta x\in \mathcal{F}$ $x\in\tilde{\alpha}$ . $\mathcal{F}$
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feu k word , support $E$ feasible word $\mathcal{F}$ $\mathrm{b}\mathrm{a}\epsilon \mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}$ word
.
Poset $P=(E, \leq)$ antimatroid poset shelhng
: $x$: $P\backslash \{x_{1,k-1}\ldots, x\}$ , poset $P$ $x_{1,k}\ldots,$$x$ feasible word
. Antimatroid [6] .
SheUable $C$ appropriate $h$-assignments , $C$ } sheUing
.
Deflnition 7 $C$ 2 shelhngs $a$ $b$ , $a$ $b$ appropriate h-
assifflment , 2 shelhng $a\sim b$ .
, shelling $\{C_{\dot{l}}\}$ .
$G(C)$ appropriate $h$-assignment , $G(C)$ $\{v_{p_{\mathrm{k}}}\}$
cet $\{Fk\}$ $E$ , $v_{p_{-}}arrow v_{R}arrow v_{p_{\mathrm{j}}}$ ridge $R$ $F_{-}\leq Fj$
, $F(C)$ . $\leq$ $E$ . , appropriate
$h$-assignment $F(C)$ poset . , removing step facet
$F(C)$ . , appropriate h-assignment
oeverse sheUing poset $F(C)$ poset shelling . , $C_{1}$.
shelling antimatroid (poset shellng) basic word .
Theorem 8 $C_{1}$. $ant\dot{l}matmid$ (poset shelhng) basic word , reverse shelling
C- d $\mathit{0}\dot{l}nt$ union .
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